When you’re managing safety, it’s easy to feel like you’re going it alone. Worse, if resource constrained, you may feel like you need to choose between critical safety tasks.

How do you get ahead and make real improvements to safety when you’re fighting-fires and playing catch-up, and you simply can’t be everywhere at once?

**VelocityEHS Safety**, part of the Accelerate Platform, makes safety and preventive measures everyone’s responsibility, so you’re not alone. With visibility across tasks, and expert data-driven insights, your team will go from reactive to proactive, and get focused on continuous improvement.

**Core Capabilities**
- Incident Management
- GHS Compliance/HazCom
- Emergency Response
- Training & Learning
- Reports & Dashboards
- Auto-Alerts & Notifications
- Task Risk Assessment
- Inspections & Observations
- Action Management
- Meetings

**Best-in-Class Safety Software:**
Is your safety program a big game of hide and seek, with missing or scattered data making it difficult to complete routine tasks?

Bring all of your tasks, data and reporting together in a single solution and get ahead for the first time in maybe forever.
- Centralize information & activity in a single cloud solution
- Standardize forms & processes across programs & locations
- Provide up-to-date SDSs with right-to-know GHS information
- Automate action notifications for coming due & past due tasks

Are you worn out trying to get people you don’t manage directly to take responsibility for their part in essential safety activities?

Drive accountability and engagement with easy, effective and mobile optimized tools that work wherever your people do.
- Investigate all types of incidents, near misses, illnesses & injuries
- Create checklists, schedule inspections & assign follow up actions
- Program & monitor all training courses/activities in one place
- Perform task risk assessments (TRAs)

Do you worry about proving compliance in surprise inspections or stress over putting together your monthly/quarterly reports?

Embrace transparency, make better decisions and prove value with powerful, real-time reporting that’s ready when you are.
- Access real-time data anytime, anywhere, on any smart device
- Deploy user-configurable dashboards with actionable insights
- Run custom reports & auto-distribute to key stakeholders
- Identify leading & lagging indicators & perform trend analyses

---

“It’s so much smoother than what we had before. The programs just sort of ‘make sense.’ The solutions have tools built in that allow for email notifications, so everyone stays connected. Document uploading is easy, and so are reports... now I can slice the pie pretty much any way I want.”

Scott Marker - Compliance Administrator, J-Wood Pipeline Services

Call Us Today
Toll Free: 1.866.919.7922
Or visit us online at: [www.EHS.com](http://www.EHS.com)
The Accelerate Platform is EHS & ESG Done Right®

The VelocityEHS Accelerate® Platform delivers best-in-class performance to help you achieve operational excellence. Find out how easy your job can be when you’re backed by a team of certified experts passionate about your success.

What Problems Can We Help You Solve Next?
Our world-class solutions will help your team to elevate performance and deliver exceptional outcomes.

Empower your team to remove roadblocks & turn obstacles into opportunities.

- **Quick:** Implement with ease
- **Fast ROI:** Accelerated time-to-value
- **Effortless:** Easy to update & upgrade
- **Insightful:** Business Intelligence & reporting
- **Simple:** All actions & tasks in one place
- **Mobile:** Highest mobile adoption
- **Helpful:** Built-in guides & training
- **Informative:** Auto alerts, emails & texts
- **Attentive:** Committed customer support
- **Friendly:** 3rd party integration ready
- **Multilingual:** 20+ languages
- **Secure:** GDPR & SOC 2 Compliant

ActiveEHS®
VelocityEHS combines expertise & technology to foster a cycle of prediction, intervention & outcomes called ActiveEHS®.

- **10m+** Users world-wide
- **140+** Countries & 6 continents
- **1/3** Global Fortune 1000
- **97%** Customer Loyalty

The World’s Most Trusted Companies Trust VelocityEHS

VelocityEHS — Reach Your EHS Goals Faster.
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